HIGH POWER DIRECT DIODE LASER SYSTEM

By utilizing our immense laser know-how and micron level precision automated manufacturing we are able to offer high power diode laser systems in variable wavelengths. The systems can be full turn key systems if required.

For example, to comply to a custom request of a client, Civan has manufactured a ruggedized military grade high power system combining 120 diode laser chips. For other clients high power, high brightness diode laser systems were provided for long range applications such as laser based energy transmission.

**Example project of a robust turn key diode laser system that combined 120 diode laser chips in an un-conventional wavelength to meet customer requirements**

FEATURES:
- 10 OF W’S TO MANY KW’S OUTPUT POWER (WAVELENGTH DEPENDANT)
- HIGH BRIGHTNESS
- TOTAL DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
- 765 – 1550 NM WAVELENGTH, FAR IR WAVELENGTHS UPON REQUEST.

APPLICATIONS:
- MATERIALS PROCESSING
- ENERGY TRANSMISSION OVER DISTANCE
- LONG RANGE APPLICATIONS

For inquiries and questions: INFO@CIVAN.CO.IL